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T H E  ( B E S S I E )  S C H O N B E R G  F E L L O W S   
B R E A K  O U T  A N D  D A N C E !  
 ( A N D ,  I N  F A C T ,  B R E A K  D A N C E ! )  

 
CHELSEA, MAGDA, AMBER, AND RAPHAEL 

THESE ARE THE BEST OF THE NEW, COME TO OPEN  
THE 2015 YARD ARTS SEASON  

AT THE YARD’S PATRICIA NANON THEATER IN CHILMARK  
 
The Yard opens its 2015 Yard Arts season with a shared program of outstanding 
national dance artists (Philadelphia and New York) all working at peak power.  
CHELSEA AND MAGDA, AMBER SLOAN and RAPHAEL XAVIER are building brand-
new performances at The Yard as select “SCHONBERG FELLOWS,” artists invited to 
be part of the 3-week Bessie Schonberg Mentorship Residency, a legacy program 
created by founder Patricia Nanon and originally helmed by the late great Bessie 
Schonberg, this country’s greatest dance mind and mentor.  An equally insightful AND 
provocative observer, DAVID BRICK, guides the Fellows through this period and 
performance intensive research and development. 
 
Performances will take place at The Yard (note different times): 
Friday, June 12, at 8:00PM 
Saturday, June 13, at 6:30 PM 
Tickets:  $25 (General); $15 (Seniors, students and active military) 
 
There will be a special Up Close and Personal Benefit with the Schonberg Fellows: 
Thursday, June 11, from 7-9 PM 
Tickets:  Yard members $50; Non-members $75 (includes a basic membership)  
Call The Yard for information and tickets: (508) 645-9662 
 
AND NOW THE ARTISTS 
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CHELSEA & MAGDA 
Hard-Earned Hedonism 
 
Having worked together non-stop and break-neck for three years these two ladies are 
nonetheless in uncharted territory.  They recently compiled all of their duets into an 
evening-length retrospective: The Vulgar Early Works, and are now facing a blank slate 
electrifying in its purity.  What will they make?  Has the vulgar been exhausted, really?  
Maybe they will return to their dance roots and demand of dance what it hasn’t yet 
quenched.  Always going deeper into the uncomfortable, the difficult, and the shameful; 
they will emerge with bodies of righteous libido.  And that moment will be titled. 
 
AMBER SLOAN 
The Voice of the Body 
 
The Voice of the Body blends movement and music to investigate the most immediate 
means of expression available: the human body and voice.  Choreographed by Amber 
Sloan with music by John Glover, the work will feature two dancers and a singer woven 
together into one tapestry of sight and sound.  The singer is choreographed into the 
movement and the dancers contribute to the sounds of the score.  Live electronics will 
capture, process, and amplify the live sound and movement to expand the sonic 
landscape.  The result is a symbiotic work using the entire visual and sonic range of the 
body to express the pleasure and play, the hurt and hilarity of human experience. 
 
Sloan’s work is characteristically inquisitive, quirky and unexpected.  Rarely extroverted, 
the work quietly invites audience in to explore, create connections, and discover new 
orientations of the body.  Extreme skill and strength is demanded from the performers 
but without creating an impression of effort or strain to the audience.  Choreographic 
techniques of layering, referencing and implementing systematic time structures result 
in work that is intricately fashioned like dense, organic clockwork. 
 
RAPHAEL XAVIER 
Nick of Time 
 
Nick of Time is a new dance work that includes original music compositions and 
innovative movement ideas.  Dancers take on the dissecting methods of the Breaking 
form and Ground-Core movement technique and vocabulary created by Xavier.  The 
work follows the rehabilitative methods and ideologies that helped enhance the 
longevity of a maturing practitioner in the highly physical dance form of Breaking, with a 
masterful approach to improvisation and technique, blurring the identification of hip hop 
and its fundamental street dance dynamics.  By slowing down the extreme dynamics of 
Breaking the choreography becomes sort of an animation style that allows for the dance 
to be seen in a new and innovative way. 

 
ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES 
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Magda San Millán and Chelsea Murphy began collaborating in 2012, while studying at 
the Headlong Performance Institute in Philadelphia.  The first piece they made, 
Rooster&Snowball, went on to be presented through Jumpstart LiveArts and 
DanceNOW at Joe's Pub, where it won the Audience Choice Award.  They have since 
premiered work at several festivals, including the ReMix Festival with Susan Rethorst, 
FringeArts Festival, and the Solow Festival.  Their work spans multiple genres including 
dance, theater, and stand-up comedy, encompassing themes as varied as cultural 
refusal, feminist musing, and self-love.  When Magda is not collaborating with Chelsea, 
she works as an artist-in-residence at the Children’s Hospital in Philadelphia.  Chelsea 
is Operations Manager at the Headlong Performance Institute and Class Coordinator at 
The Whole Shebang.  Both Magda and Chelsea graduated from the Headlong 
Performance Institute in 2012.     
 
Amber Sloan is a New York City based choreographer, performer, and teacher.  She 
has been a member of David Parker & The Bang Group since 2002.  As a principal 
dancer with the company, she has appeared in several prestigious theaters and 
festivals in both Europe and the United States.  She has assisted Parker in his work with 
Anna Sokolow Theater Dance Ensemble, the Juilliard School, Barnard College, Hofstra 
University, Rutgers University, Hunter College, Northwestern University and Summer 
Stages Dance.  In addition to her work with The Bang Group, Sloan has had the 
pleasure of dancing with Doug Elkins & Friends and Keely Garfield.  Sloan currently 
serves on faculty at the Alvin Ailey School as a dance composition teacher.  She has 
also taught composition at Ridgefield Conservatory of Dance in Connecticut and 
Brooklyn Arts Exchange.  Sloan has taught modern dance technique as a guest teacher 
at Dance New Amsterdam, 100 Grand, Brooklyn Arts Exchange, Boston Ballet's 
Summer Dance Program, DeSales University, Muhlenberg College and the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Sloan is a co-director of Women in Motion, an 
organization that produces, supports and advocates for female choreographers.  She 
also serves on the board of directors of Dance Omi, an international dance residency 
program in Hudson Valley, New York.  She received a BFA in Dance from the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign where she was recently honored with the Beverly 
Blossom and Carey Erickson Alumni Dance Award. 
 
Originally from Wilmington, Delaware, Raphael Xavier is an award-winning artist based 
in Philadelphia.  As a Movement Conceptualist, he creates new ways to expand the 
vocabulary of the dance form.  He not only draws from the culture, but also from his 
visual background as a Hip Hop magazine photographer and musical artist.  His 
research in the Breaking form has led to the creation of Ground-Core, a Somatic dance 
technique that gives the practitioner a better understanding of the body within all dance 
forms.  As active Alumnus of the world renowned Hip Hop Dance Company, Rennie 
Harris Puremovement, Xavier’s choreographic dance works (solo and ensemble) have 
been performed worldwide.  Raphael is also a 2013 recipient of the prestigious Pew 
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Fellowship. “…Artful and mesmerizing, Xavier transforms a bravado dance style into an 
introspective meditation.” -Brenda Dixon Gottschild for Dance Magazine 
 
David Brick (mentor) is Co-Director of Headlong — a platform for performance and art 
research based in Philadelphia since 1993; and he is Director of the Headlong 
Performance Institute, an immersive training program for creating experimental 
performance that occurs every fall in Philadelphia.  He collaborates formally and 
informally with director Dan Rothenberg, including a play currently running in New York 
City through June 26, The Sonic Life of a Giant Tortoise, by provocative Japanese 
playwright Toshiki Okada.  Mostly, David creates performance and community at 
Headlong with collaborators Amy Smith, Mark Lord, and Maiko Matsushima.  His current 
project, Island, tries to make the world as it is with interactive installations that include 
climbing into the belly of a space-age buddha, an invisible performance that is 
happening everywhere, and a dance about a woman who makes an island from flotsam 
and jetsam and casts herself adrift on the Seto inland sea with a Japanese raccoon dog 
known as a tanuki. 
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